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1 Background
Applicants Name: UCL, University College of London
Application Name: DeaLAMMPS
Contact: Maxime Vassaux
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: MPI
Source Code Available: Yes
Application description: DeaLAMMPS is an interface coupling the Finite Element (FE)
Method Deal.II (https://www.dealii.org/) with Molecular Dynamics (MD) LAMMPS (http:
//lammps.sandia.gov/). The two codes are assembled in a multiscale computing scheme to
compute the mechanical behavior of a slab of material at the macroscopic scale using FE.
However, the constitutive behavior of the material is not available, therefore it is computed on-
the-fly from nanoscopic scale simulations using MD. The interface is designed to allow for the
alternation of the construction of the FE linear system to be solved, which requires updates of
parameters obtained from many multiple MD runs, and the solution of this FE linear system in
parallel. All the MD jobs are run in parallel synchronously. Once all the updates are completed,
the FE system is assembled and solved again. The communication between the two codes is
accomplished by writing the data produced by one code into files, and in turn the data is read
by the other code when needed.
Input data: inputs dealammps.json
Testcase Description: drop-weight problem, number of cells = X*Y*Z = 4*4*3 with 48 pro-
cessors.

This Proof of Concept follows the analysis done in the Audit POP2 AR 014. The assessment
studied the performance metrics of DeaLAMMPS for the following X*Y*Z (number of cells,
problem size) configurations:

• Detailed traces

– 4*2*1 with 8 MPI processes.

• Burst mode traces

– 8*8*6 with 96, 192 and 384 MPI processes (strong scaling)
– 4*2*1 with 8 MPI processes, 4*4*1 with 16 MPI processes, 4*4*2 with 32 MPI

processes, 8*6*1 with 48 MPI processes and 8*6*2 with 96 MPI processes

• Burst mode + sampling traces to understand internal fine grain structure:

– 4*2*1 with 8 MPI processes.

The application requires the number of MPI processes to be less or equal to the number of cells
of the problem.

2 Previous assessments and recommendations
During the performance analysis of DeaLAMMPS, four issues where outlined:

• The lammps initialization part was too serialized and this is bad for large process counts
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The two regions with many collectives show a serialized behavior that explains their
more important weight when filling large nodes with one LAMMPS simulation.

• Some imbalance in computation was detected. It was structurally static along time, it had
similar structure along different LAMMPS executions and the cause was computational
(Figure 2).

• Efficiency loss due to communication sensitivity at large number of processes per LAMMPS
simulation.

• Overall, the practice of filling the node with one LAMMPS run leads to inefficiencies that
may be unnecessary if the number of runs need is significantly larger than the number of
nodes.

To solve/mitigate the previous issues, three main recommendations where proposed:

1. Reduce the number of MPI processes per LAMMPS, i.e., not forcing each LAMMPS run
to fill one node of the target machine.

2. Use hybrid MPI+OpenMP to improve the load balance within a node by leveraging dy-
namic scheduling in OpenMP. This would also be useful to fully utilize the cores during
LAMMPS communication and I/O phases and to dynamically handle situations where
the number of LAMMPS runs is not multiple of the number of cores.

3. Consider improving IPC in the dominant region of code by possible vectorization and by
targeting the improvement of L1 and maybe L2 misses.

3 Scope of the activity
3.1 Addressed recommendations and code refactoring
The focus of this Proof of Concept is to address the recommendations 1 and 2.
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Figure 2: Imbalance in the iteration duration.

Regarding the first recommendation, a new version of the application (called SCEMa) has
been provided by the developers. This new version runs each LAMMPS simulation in just one
core.

Regarding the second recommendation, the proposed changes will include the utilisation of
OpenMP to improve the load balance within a node by leveraging dynamic scheduling.
The current MPI-only implementation uses a static partition that leads to the detected imbal-
ance. The use of a hybrid MPI+OpenMP approach will provide a second level of parallelism
based on shared memory that will allow to handle more dinamically the workload assigned to
each processor.
The first step will be to allow the use of OpenMP funcionalities already provided by LAMMPS
library. To do that, a much newer version of the library will be used since it incorporates more
modules parallelized using OpenMP and bugfixes.
The second step will be to locate the region of the code responsible for the load imbalance,
and to evaluate if the LAMMPS provided OpenMP implementation solves or alleviates the im-
balance. Then, the code will be refactored/optimised where needed (for example, to allow the
use of a dynamic scheduling in omp for worksharing constructs, or to parallelise with OpenMP
parts that still remain serial).

3.2 Use-case and evaluation metrics
This Proof of Concept will be based on the same input file as the previous assessment: inputs -
dealammps.json input file for a drop-weight problem.

For the first recommendation, a scalability comparison (runs using from 1 to 48 cores)
between the original DeaLAMMPS and SCEMa will be done through the use of the modelfactors
tool. The walltime of both applications when filling one node of the target machine will be also
compared.

For the second recommendation, the experiments will be done using always 48 cores (i.e. the
size of a node in the target machine) with different combinations of MPI processes and OpenMP
threads. The objective is to reduce the load imbalance observed in the previous analysis. Ideally,
this would translate into a reduction in the wall-time but this highly depends on the relative
weight of other regions not OpenMP parallelized.
The metric that will be considered for the evaluation will be the elapsed time. Two kind of
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elapsed times will be considered; On one hand the duration of the whole run. On the other
hand, the time spent in the region of code with load balancing issues. For the first measure,
the wall-time will be used while for the second, tracing information will be considered.

3.3 Target system
The target system remains the same as in the previous audit. The experiments will be performed
on MareNostrum4. It is based on Intel Xeon Platinum processors from the Skylake generation.
It is Lenovo system composed of SD530 Compute Racks, an Intel Omni-Path high performance
network interconnect and running SuSE Linux Enterprise Server as operating system. Compute
nodes are equipped with:

• 2 sockets Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU with 24 cores each @ 2.10GHz for a total of 48
cores per node.

• L1d 32K; L1i 32K; L2 cache 1024K; L3 cache 33729K.

• 96 GB of main memory 1.88 GB/core.

• 100 Gbit/s Intel Omni-Path HFI Silicon 100 series PCI-E adapter.

• 10 Gbit Ethernet.

• 200 GB local SSD available as temporal storage during jobs.

• The processors support well-known vectorization instructions such as SSE, AVX up to
AVX-512.

The software environment used is as follows:

• Deal.II 8.4.1

• LAMMPS 20Nov19

• Intel 17.0.4 20170411 compilers

• PETSC 3.4.3

• BOOST 1.64.0

• Python 3.6.1

• METIS 5.1.0

• HDF5 1.8.19

• LAPACK 3.8.0

• muParser 2.2.6

• NETCDF 4.4.1.1

• ZLIB 1.2.11

Analysis tools: BSC Analysis tools such as Paraver using EXTRAE 3.5.2
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4 SCEMa
Users provided a new version of DeaLAMMPS (called SCEMa) that overcomes the limitation
of DeaLAMMPS of using a full node of the target machine to run each LAMMPS simulation. It
comes, however, with a limitation on the opposite extreme: it forces each LAMMPS simulation
to run in just one core. Anyhow, it allows to compare both versions and to show the benefits
of not filling a computation node with each LAMMPS simulations.

4.1 Problems solved before evaluation
Unfortunately, the evaluation could not be done directly with the code provided due to some
problems/bugs found when trying to build and run this new version of the application. The first
problem was a linking problem: it looks like the Intel compiler we are using is not so permissive
as the GNU compiler used by the users, leading to the error shown in Listing 1.
$˜/ POP2/SCEMa /build > make dealammps
Scanning dependencies of target dealammps
[ 50%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/ dealammps .cc.o
[100%] Linking CXX executable dealammps
undefined reference to ‘HMM :: ProblemType <3 >:: make_grid ( dealii :: parallel :: shared

:: Triangulation <3, 3>&)’
undefined reference to ‘HMM :: ProblemType <3 >:: define_boundary_conditions ( dealii

:: DoFHandler <3, 3>&)’
undefined reference to ‘HMM :: ProblemType <3 >:: set_boundary_conditions ( unsigned

int , double )’
undefined reference to ‘HMM :: ProblemType <3 >:: boundary_conditions_to_zero (

unsigned int)’
undefined reference to ‘HMM :: ProblemType <3 >:: is_vertex_loaded (int)’
CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/build.make :141: recipe for target ’dealammps ’ failed
make [3]: *** [ dealammps ] Error 1
CMakeFiles / Makefile2 :237: recipe for target ’CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/all ’

failed
make [2]: *** [ CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/all] Error 2
CMakeFiles / Makefile2 :249: recipe for target ’CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/rule ’

failed
make [1]: *** [ CMakeFiles / dealammps .dir/rule] Error 2
Makefile :183: recipe for target ’dealammps ’ failed
make: *** [ dealammps ] Error 2

Listing 1: SCEMa linking error.

The problem was that the Intel compiler (and linker) needs the five listed functions to
be declared as pure virtual (and not just virtual), otherwise it expects an implementation
(definition) of the function also for the base class. Translating this into the source code means
adding ”=0” to the declaration in ProblemType class as shown in Listing 2.
...
template <int dim >
class ProblemType
{
public :

virtual void make_grid ( parallel :: shared :: Triangulation <dim > &
triangulation )=0;

virtual void define_boundary_conditions (DoFHandler <dim > & dof_handler )
=0;

virtual std ::map <types :: global_dof_index , double >
set_boundary_conditions ( uint32_t timestep , double dt)=0;
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virtual std ::map <types :: global_dof_index , double >
boundary_conditions_to_zero ( uint32_t timestep )=0;

virtual bool is_vertex_loaded (int index)=0;

...

Listing 2: SCEMa code modifications to solve the linking error.

This does not break compatibility with GCC and, more than that, the Intel compiler be-
haviour is more correct in this regard, so a suggestion was done to the users to incorporate this
change to their implementation, that gratefully agreed to do it.

The second and last problem, was trickier to solve. Once the application was correctly
linked we were able to run it but we realized that no MD simulation (i.e. LAMMPS run) was
performed while 96 where expected at the first timestep for the input used. We will skip here
the details but after many tests and debug iterations, it was found out that the error came from
the use of ’abs’ function in an IF condition in file drop weight.h. Replacing calls to ’abs’ by
calls to ’fabs’ (as shown in Listing 3) solved the issue.

...
void define_boundary_conditions (DoFHandler <dim > & dof_handler )
{
...
// is point on the edge , if so it will be kept stationary
double delta = eps / 10.0; // in a grid , this will be small enough that only

edges are used
if ( ( fabs( vertex_x - mesh.x/2) < delta )

|| ( fabs( vertex_x + mesh.x/2) < delta )
|| ( fabs( vertex_y - mesh.y/2) < delta )
|| ( fabs( vertex_y + mesh.y/2) < delta ))

...
}

Listing 3: SCEMa code modifications to solve the bug in source code that prevented LAMMPS
simulations to be run.

5 Hybrid implementation of DeaLAMMPS
5.1 Finding the source of the load imbalance

We have used performance analysis tools developed at BSC: Extrae to generate execution traces
and Paraver to visualize them. With these tools we have found that the main source of load
imbalance corresponds to the void NPairHalfBinNewtonTri::build(NeighList *list) func-
tion.
Figure 3 shows a timeline of the execution of 2 LAMMPS iterations with 48 MPI ranks. In the
Y axis are represented the 48 MPI ranks and in the X axis the elapsed time. The blue regions
represent the execution of the void NPairHalfBinNewtonTri::build(NeighList *list) rou-
tine. It can be clearly seen how the workload distribution is very unbalanced among MPI ranks.
More than that, it can be seen how the build always follows the same pattern on all of its in-
vocations (i.e. the ranks with more workload are always the same). This pattern can also be
seen in other regions of the code (as in Figure 3) but this is the more relevant part.
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Figure 3: Blue regions correspond to the execution of void
NPairHalfBinNewtonTri::build(NeighList *list) function.

Figure 4: The load imbalance is alleviated but there are significant parts not OpenMP paral-
lelized.

5.2 Use of OpenMP

The objective is to make use of OpenMP features already provided by LAMMPS library. To
do that, a much newer version of the library has been used: lammps-20Nov19 instead of the
older lammps-17Nov16 used in the previous assessment. This is because the newer version
incorporates more parts of the code parallelized with OpenMP (including routines used by
DeaLAMMPS) and some bugfixes (as the OpenMP parallelization is a work in progress).

Figure 4 (down part) shows a timeline with the execution of two LAMMPS iterations for
1 MPI rank with 48 OpenMP threads. The upper timeline represents the execution with 48
MPI processes (included for reference, both timelines are at the same timescale). It can be
seen how the OpenMP parallelization of void NPairHalfBinNewtonTri::build(NeighList
*list) alleviates the load imbalance but this translates in a very light reduction in the execution
time of the function. Apart from that, it can be seen how the MPI only run is almost two times
faster than the OpenMP only one due to the serial parts (parts not OpenMP parallelized) in
the later.
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5.3 Improving the LAMMPS OpenMP implementation
5.3.1 OpenMP taskification

The first thing to do is to parallelize with OpenMP the biggest sequential part that can be seen
in Figure 4 (marked with a red 1 in the timeline). This part corresponds to the execution of
function Neighbor::build topology() . The original LAMMPS code is the one depicted in
Listing 4.
void Neighbor :: build_topology ()
{

if (force ->bond) {
neigh_bond ->build ();
...

}
if (force ->angle) {

neigh_angle ->build ();
...

}
if (force -> dihedral ) {

neigh_dihedral ->build ();
...

}
if (force -> improper ) {

neigh_improper ->build ();
...

}
}

Listing 4: void Neighbor::build topology() LAMMPS original code

This function consists in 4 calls to 4 different functions build (each one from a different
class). Each of these 4 functions have a very similar structure that consists in a computa-
tion phase that ends up with an MPI All reduce of an int calculated in this computation
phase (among other things). The 4 functions work with different data structures, so they are
independent between them and can be run in parallel.

The objective is to annotate this 4 calls to build functions with OpenMP tasks in order
to allow their execution in parallel by different threads. Apart from that, it still remains the
problem of the MPI All reduce at the end of each function. The solution will consist in moving
these communications out of the functions and put them one level up in Neighbor::build -
topology function. The idea, then, is to have at the end 4 tasks with the computation of the 4
build functions and one final task with the 4 communications. In this way, we delay as much
as possible MPI communications, preventing unnecessary waiting times if there is imbalance
between MPI ranks in some of the 4 computation phases.

In order to allow the MPI communications to be executed at the end of the 4 build compu-
tations we need to move them outside each function. To do that, a change in the signature of
the functions is needed: we need them to return an int (the value shared in the MPI All reduce
instead of void). Then, in each of the build functions, the calculated int in the computation
phase is returned by the function instead of being directly shared with other MPI ranks through
the MPI All reduce call. These returned values are then used in the new MPI All reduce calls
located now in void Neighbor::build topology() function.

Code Listing 5 presents a skeleton of the final implementation of void Neighbor::build -
topology() function. As it can be seen, 4 new local variables are declared: they will be used
to store the values that now return each of the build functions and, in turn, to honor de
dependencies between the 4 computation tasks and the communication task.
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void Neighbor :: build_topology ()
{
int nmissing_bond , nmissing_angle , nmissing_dihedral , nmissing_improper , all;
# pragma omp parallel
# pragma omp single
{
# pragma omp task depend (out: nmissing_bond )

if (force ->bond) {
nmissing_bond = neigh_bond ->build ();
...

}
# pragma omp task depend (out: nmissing_angle )

if (force ->angle) {
nmissing_angle = neigh_angle ->build ();
...

}
# pragma omp task depend (out: nmissing_dihedral )

if (force -> dihedral ) {
nmissing_dihedral = neigh_dihedral ->build ();
...

}
# pragma omp task depend (out: nmissing_improper )

if (force -> improper ) {
nmissing_improper = neigh_improper ->build ();
...

}
# pragma omp task depend (in: nmissing_bond , nmissing_angle , nmissing_dihedral ,\
nmissing_improper )
{

if ( nmissing_bond != -1) {
MPI_Allreduce (& nmissing_bond ,&all ,1, MPI_INT ,MPI_SUM ,world);
...

}
if ( nmissing_angle != -1) {

MPI_Allreduce (& nmissing_angle ,&all ,1, MPI_INT ,MPI_SUM ,world);
...

}
if ( nmissing_dihedral != -1) {

MPI_Allreduce (& nmissing_dihedral ,&all ,1, MPI_INT ,MPI_SUM ,world);
...

}
if ( nmissing_improper != -1) {

MPI_Allreduce (& nmissing_improper ,&all ,1, MPI_INT ,MPI_SUM ,world);
...

}
} // end task
# pragma omp taskwait
} // end single and parallel

Listing 5: Modified void Neighbor::build topology() code including OpenMP taskification

The modifications described up to now significantly reduce the execution time of the biggest
sequential part shown in Figure 4 and works fine for a small number of threads. Note, however,
that we are generating only 5 OpenMP tasks and only 4 of them can run in parallel as the
communication one needs to wait the execution of the others. So, when moving to the extreme
case of using 48 threads (the number of cores on the target machine), more parallelism is needed.
To acomplish that, the loops that make the calculations inside each of the 4 build functions
have also been taskified: this allows the generation of sufficient tasks to feed all threads.

The results of these modifications can be appreciated in Figure 5 where the red lines mark
12
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Figure 5: Improved version compared to the LAMMPS original OpenMP implementation.

explicitly the region of code affected by these changes and the reduction in execution time
(upper part of the figure corresponds to the original LAMMPS OpenMP implementation and
the timeline below corresponds to our improved OpenMP version).

5.3.2 Use of OpenMP dynamic scheduler

As stated previously, the load imbalance detected in previous assesment has its origin in void
NPairHalfBinNewtonTri::build(NeighList *list). It has been shown also how by simply
using the LAMMPS OpenMP implementation this imbalance is alleviated. A close look to
the source code shows, however, that the LAMMPS OpenMP implementation does a static
partition of the workload (like MPI does) so there is still some room for improvement in this
part of the code. This static partition of the workload is done through the use of 3 macros
defined in npair omp.h (see Listing 6). These 3 macros are widely used along all the LAMMPS
OpenMP code so the same code refactoring done in this section could be done in many other
parts of the code.
// get access to number of threads and per - thread data structures via FixOMP
# define NPAIR_OMP_INIT \

const int nthreads = comm -> nthreads ; \
const int ifix = modify -> find_fix (" package_omp ")

// get thread id and then assign each thread a fixed chunk of atoms
# define NPAIR_OMP_SETUP (num) \

{ \
const int tid = omp_get_thread_num (); \
const int idelta = 1 + num/ nthreads ; \
const int ifrom = tid* idelta ; \
const int ito = (( ifrom + idelta ) > num) \

? num : (ifrom+ idelta ); \
FixOMP *fix = static_cast < FixOMP *>( modify ->fix[ifix ]); \
ThrData *thr = fix -> get_thr (tid); \
thr ->timer(Timer :: START);

# define NPAIR_OMP_CLOSE \
thr ->timer(Timer :: NEIGH); \

}

Listing 6: Macros defined in npair omp.h
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As it can be seen in Listing 6, the macro that actually does the workload partition is NPAIR -
OMP SETUP(num) that basically divides num among the number of available threads (i.e. in a
loop of num iterations, defines the starting and end iteration that must be executed by each
thread by setting ifrom and ito variables).

Once understood how these macros work, it is quite straightforward to implement the pro-
posed solution. As it can be seen in Listing 7 the proposed change simply consists in substituting
the original for that uses the ifrom and ito variables by another one that, instead, starts at 0
and ends at nlocal (i.e. the value used in NPAIR OMP SETUP in this case). Of course, the new
for is surrounded by a #pragma omp for shcedule(dynamic) to do the worksharing (note
that a #pragma omp parallel is not needed as it is already present at the beginning of the
function in the original code, see Listing 7).
void NPairHalfBinNewtonTriOmp :: build( NeighList *list)
{

...
NPAIR_OMP_INIT ;

#if defined ( _OPENMP )
# pragma omp parallel default (none) shared (list)
#endif

NPAIR_OMP_SETUP ( nlocal );
...
# pragma omp for schedule (dynamic ,50)
for (i = 0; i < nlocal ; i++) {

// for (i = ifrom; i < ito; i++) {
... ( Computation )

}
NPAIR_OMP_CLOSE ;

}

Listing 7: Sketch of void NPairHalfBinNewtonTriOmp::build(NeighList *list) code
including the dynamic OpenMP schedule

The effect of this change can be appreciated in Figure 5. The areas marked with a white num-
ber 2 correspond to the execution of void NPairHalfBinNewtonTriOmp::build(NeighList
*list). It can be observed how with the use of the OpenMP dynamic scheduler (bottom time-
line) the imbalance is reduced with respect to the static partition used in the original LAMMPS
code (top timeline).

5.3.3 Enabling more OpenMP parallelism

Looking into the generated traces, showed that there was a relatively large portion of code not
OpenMP parallelized just before the execution void NPairHalfBinNewtonTriOmp::build(NeighList
*list). This is shown in Figure 6 (upper timeline, light blue region), where the dark blue region
represents the beginning of the execution of this function. The bottom timeline represents (at
the same scale) the same part of the execution after parallelizing some functions in this region
of code. The red lines going from one timeline to the other show the reduction in execution
time achieved when using the new implemented parallel regions. Three different functions have
been parallelized but let us focus on the most important, which is the one that corresponds to
the dark green region in the timeline and corresponds to void NBinStandard::bin atoms()
(see Listing 8).
void NBinStandard :: bin_atoms ()
{

...

14
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Figure 6: New implemented parallel regions.

#if defined ( _OPENMP )
# pragma omp parallel for
#endif

for (i = 0; i < mbins; i++) binhead [i] = -1;

...

if ( includegroup ) {
int bitmask = group -> bitmask [ includegroup ];
for (i = nall -1; i >= nlocal ; i--) {

if (mask[i] & bitmask ) {
...

}
}
for (i = atom ->nfirst -1; i >= 0; i--) {

...
}

} else {
#if defined ( _OPENMP )
# pragma omp parallel for private (ibin)
#endif

for (i = nall -1; i >= 0; i--) {
ibin = coord2bin (x[i]);
atom2bin [i] = ibin;
bins[i] = binhead [ibin ];
binhead [ibin] = i;

}
}

}

Listing 8: Sketch of void NBinStandard::bin atoms() code including the new added
parallelization

Two parallel for worksharing constructs have been defined: the first one is not very
relevant and it corresponds to the red area in the bottom timeline in Figure 6. The important
one is the located at the bottom of the Listing 8 which corresponds to the dark green region. As it
can be seen it is a very simple parallel for that just needs to privatize ibin to work correctly.
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As a last comment, note that the loops inside if(includegroup) have been deliverately ignored
after stating that the used test-case for DeaLAMMPS simulations always take the else branch.

Another important region of code candidate for enabling more OpenMP parallelism is the
one marked with a purple 3 in Figure 5. This area corresponds to the code executed the calls to
PPPOMP::make rho() and PPPOMP::fieldforce() in source file pppm.cpp. More precisely, the
added parallelizations have been done in PPPM::poisson ik triclinic() method. A sketch of
the original code can be seen in Listing 9.

void PPPM :: poisson_ik_triclinic ()
{

int i,j,k,n;

// x direction gradient

n = 0;
for (i = 0; i < nfft; i++) {

work2[n] = fkx[i]* work1[n+1];
work2[n+1] = -fkx[i]* work1[n];
n += 2;

}

fft2 -> compute (work2 ,work2 ,-1);

n = 0;
for (k = nzlo_in ; k <= nzhi_in ; k++)

for (j = nylo_in ; j <= nyhi_in ; j++)
for (i = nxlo_in ; i <= nxhi_in ; i++) {

vdx_brick [k][j][i] = work2[n];
n += 2;

}

// y direction gradient

... //(same code for y direction )

// z direction gradient

... //(same code for z direction )
}

Listing 9: Sketch of void PPPM::poisson ik triclinic() original code.

As it can be seen, the method consists on three differentiated parts (one for each x, y and z
direction) with identical structure: an initial loop, a call to fft2->compute() and, last, three
nested loops. Unfortunately, variable n prevents a direct parallelization of both the initial loop
and the three nested loops.

The solution for the first loop is to incorporate the management of variable n (initialization
and increment) to the control structure of the loop (see Listing 10). Once this is done, a simple
pragma omp parallel for will do the work.

The solution for the second case (the three nested loops) is trickier: we need to privatize
variable n and to do that we need to manually calculate the initial value for n at each iteration
of the outer-most loop. This is easily done through the use of the added variable BS that stores
the increment that variable n suffers in the two inner-most loops. Once all of these is done (see
Listing 10), the outer-most loop can be parallelized by simply privatizing n, j and i.

void PPPM :: poisson_ik_triclinic ()
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{
int i,j,k,n;

// x direction gradient
# pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0, n = 0; i < nfft; i++, n = n+2) {

work2[n] = fkx[i]* work1[n+1];
work2[n+1] = -fkx[i]* work1[n];

}

fft2 -> compute (work2 ,work2 ,-1);

int BS = ( nyhi_in - nylo_in + 1) * ( nxhi_in - nxlo_in + 1) * 2;
# pragma omp parallel
{
# pragma omp for private (n,j,i) nowait
for (k = nzlo_in ; k <= nzhi_in ; k++) {

n = (k - nzlo_in ) * BS;
for (j = nylo_in ; j <= nyhi_in ; j++) {

for (i = nxlo_in ; i <= nxhi_in ; i++) {
vdx_brick [k][j][i] = work2[n];
n += 2;

} //i
} //j

} //k

// y direction gradient
# pragma omp for
for (i = 0, n = 0; i < nfft; i++, n=n+2) {

work2[n] = fky[i]* work1[n+1];
work2[n+1] = -fky[i]* work1[n];

}
} // parallel

... //(rest of code omitted )

}

Listing 10: Sketch of parallelized version of void PPPM::poisson ik triclinic() method.

As a last comment, the parallel region opened for the nested loops of x direction is used for
the first loop of y direction as depicted in Listing 10. The same is done between y direction and
z direction (not shown in the Listing).

5.3.4 Overlapping computation and communication

Last, but not least, this PoC shows how to effectively overlap computation with MPI communi-
cation. More precisely, we have work in remap 3d function, which is called several times in the
same region of code seen on the last part of previous subsection. As it can be seen in Listing
11 the function consists in 4 differentiated parts:

1. A sequence of MPI Irecv calls to receive data from other processes.

2. A sequence of (pack, MPI Send) calls that packs and sends data to other processes.

3. A call to pack and unpack to manage the data of the calling process.

4. A sequence of (MPI Waitany, unpack) to wait for the MPI Irecv to get the data and put
it in the required memory location.

17
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void remap_3d ( FFT_SCALAR *in , FFT_SCALAR *out , FFT_SCALAR *buf ,
struct remap_plan_3d *plan)

{
... // ( omitted code)

// post all recvs into scratch space
for (irecv = 0; irecv < plan ->nrecv; irecv ++) {

MPI_Irecv (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],plan -> recv_size [irecv],
MPI_FFT_SCALAR ,plan -> recv_proc [irecv ],0,
plan ->comm ,&plan -> request [irecv ]);

}

// send all messages to other procs
for (isend = 0; isend < plan ->nsend; isend ++) {

plan ->pack (&in[plan -> send_offset [isend ]],
plan ->sendbuf ,&plan -> packplan [isend ]);

MPI_Send (plan ->sendbuf ,plan -> send_size [isend], MPI_FFT_SCALAR ,
plan -> send_proc [isend ],0,plan ->comm);

}

// copy in -> scratch -> out for self data
if (plan ->self) {

isend = plan ->nsend;
irecv = plan ->nrecv;
plan ->pack (&in[plan -> send_offset [isend ]],

& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],
&plan -> packplan [isend ]);

plan -> unpack (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],
&out[plan -> recv_offset [irecv ]],&plan -> unpackplan [irecv ]);

}

// unpack all messages from scratch -> out
for (i = 0; i < plan ->nrecv; i++) {

MPI_Waitany (plan ->nrecv ,plan ->request ,& irecv , MPI_STATUS_IGNORE );
plan -> unpack (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],

&out[plan -> recv_offset [irecv ]],&plan -> unpackplan [irecv ]);
}

... // ( omitted code)
}

Listing 11: Sketch of the original code in remap 3d method.

The changes done in the code to allow computation and communication overlapping can be
seen in Listing 12 and are summarized in the follownig items:

1. All code is wrapped by a parallel and a single constructs to create the parallel OpenMP
region and allow only one thread to enter the code to create tasks.

2. The loop corresponding to point number 2 of the original code has been split into two
loops: one doing all the packs and the other doing all the MPI Send. The loop doing
the packs has been moved to the very beginning of the function and each pack has been
defined as a task.

3. To allow the previous taskification, textttplan-¿sendbuf has been redefined (not shown
here) and now is a buffer of buffers indexed by isend: this allows for all pack tasks to be
independent.
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4. As it is independent of the rest of communications, the self-data management of point 3
of the original code has been moved next and taskified.

5. A taskwait is needed just after the loop with MPI Irecv because the following MPI Send
need the tasks with packs defined in point 2 to be finished.

6. Finally, the unpacks of the last loop have been defined as tasks: in this way, the following
MPI Waitany does not need to wait for the previous unpack to finish.

void remap_3d ( FFT_SCALAR *in , FFT_SCALAR *out , FFT_SCALAR *buf ,
struct remap_plan_3d *plan)

{
... // ( omitted code)

# pragma omp parallel
# pragma omp single
{

for (isend = 0; isend < plan ->nsend; isend ++) {
# pragma omp task firstprivate (isend)
plan ->pack (&in[plan -> send_offset [isend ]],

&plan -> sendbuf [isend*plan -> sendbuf_size ],&plan -> packplan [isend
]);

}

// copy in -> scratch -> out for self data
if (plan ->self) {

isend = plan ->nsend;
irecv = plan ->nrecv;
# pragma omp task firstprivate (isend ,irecv)
{
plan ->pack (&in[plan -> send_offset [isend ]],

& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],
&plan -> packplan [isend ]);

plan -> unpack (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],
&out[plan -> recv_offset [irecv ]],&plan -> unpackplan [irecv ]);

}
}

// post all recvs into scratch space
for (irecv = 0; irecv < plan ->nrecv; irecv ++) {

MPI_Irecv (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],plan -> recv_size [irecv],
MPI_FFT_SCALAR ,plan -> recv_proc [irecv ],0,
plan ->comm ,&plan -> request [irecv ]);

}
# pragma omp taskwait

// send all messages to other procs
for (isend = 0; isend < plan ->nsend; isend ++) {

MPI_Send (&plan -> sendbuf [isend*plan -> sendbuf_size ],plan -> send_size [isend],
MPI_FFT_SCALAR ,

plan -> send_proc [isend ],0,plan ->comm);
}

// unpack all messages from scratch -> out
for (i = 0; i < plan ->nrecv; i++) {

MPI_Waitany (plan ->nrecv ,plan ->request ,& irecv , MPI_STATUS_IGNORE );
# pragma omp task firstprivate (irecv)
plan -> unpack (& scratch [plan -> recv_bufloc [irecv ]],

&out[plan -> recv_offset [irecv ]],&plan -> unpackplan [irecv ]);
}
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Figure 7: Overlapping between computation and communication in remap 3d method.

} // parallel and single

... // ( omitted code)
}

Listing 12: Sketch of the modified code in remap 3d method, including the code reordering and
the taskification of packs and unpacks.

Figure 7 shows how computation and communication have ben effectively overlapped. The
timelines correpond to a trace of a run with 8 MPI processes with 6 OpenMP threads each.
The upper timeline represents the MPI calls (being pink MPI Irecv, blue MPI Send and green
MPI Waitany) and the bottom timeline represents task execution. Figure 7 is a zoom of just
one invocation of remap 3d method for the first 2 processes (12 threads in total) used in the
execution. In this case, isend = irecv = 3 so each process executes 3 pack tasks + the
pack/unpack task corresponding to the self data (the tasks on the left part), and 3 unpack
tasks (on the right). It can be seen how the packs are now overlapped with the MPI Irecv calls
at the beginning and how the MPI Waitanys at the end do not need to wait for the execution
of the previous unpack.

As a last comment, an attempt was done to also taskify the MPI calls but, unfortunately,
the PETSc library does not support the use of multithreaded MPI.

6 Evaluation
Most of the evaluation of the hybrid DeaLAMMPS version has already been done through the
timelines showed in Section 5. Those timelines have shown the benefits on each specific code
region of the implemented code changes. This section will simply evaluates the wall execution
time of the whole application. Times reported in this section correspond to the setup described
in Section 1 for runs of just one timestep. In this first timestep 96 LAMMPS simulations are
performed that absolutely dominate the total execution time (i.e. the rest of the code takes
only about ∼5-10 seconds).

Table 1 shows the execution times for different combinations of MPI processes and OpenMP
threads while keeping constant the number of cores used in 48. Apart from the results shown in
previous section, and taking as reference time the ”48 MPIs” column (i.e. MPI only run, without
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Figure 8: Efficiency table of SCEMa.

OpenMP at all), it can be seen in Table 1 how the use of the implementation done in this PoC
shows benefits also in the total wall execution time even though there are still significant parts
of the LAMMPS code not parallelized with OpenMP. The implemented changes are not able to
compensate, however, for the OpenMP sequential parts that still remain in the code when the
number of MPI processes is reduced to less than 8.

DeaLAMMPS execution times (seconds)
48 MPIs 24 MPIs x

2 OpenMPs
16 MPIs x

3 OpenMPs
12 MPIs x

4 OpenMPs
8 MPIs x

6 OpenMP
SCEMa
48 MPIs

444 434 437 443 451 400

Table 1: DeaLAMMPS Wall execution time for different combinations of MPI processes and
OpenMP threads (48 cores allways).

Regarding SCEMa, a run with 48 MPI processes with the same setup takes 400 seconds
so it clearly outperforms DeaLAMMPS (444 seconds, see Table 1). The benefits of assigning
less MPI processes (in this case just one) to each LAMMPS simulation, instead of filling the
node as DeaLAMMPS does, are clearly demonstrated. Note, however, that SCEMa has a main
drawback: it would have spend the same time to run 49 LAMMPS simulations instead of the
96 of the tested setup. Note that the tested setup fits perfectly to it as long as the number of
LAMMPS simulations (96) is multiple of the number of cores (48) so first 48 simulations are
run in parallel and then the remaining 48. If less than 96 LAMMPS simulations are needed,
some processes would remain idle in this second phase. So, although SCEMa is able to show the
benefits of not filling one node with each LAMMPs simulation (as recommended in the previous
assessment, see Section 2) a more flexible schema in which the number of MPI processes could
be set to any number between 1 and the number of cores per node would be preferable.

Figure 8 presents the efficiency table of SCEMa for runs ranging from 1 to 48 MPI processes.
As long as the LAMMPS simulations are totally independent between them, no MPI commu-
nications are needed at all and no penalty in performance is paid while scaling the number of
MPI processes: this causes the application to be embarrasingly parallel. Figure 9 shows, in
contrast, how the global efficiency of DeaLAMMPS decreases (down to 81% for 48 processes)
when increasing the number of MPI processes used. It can be seen also how the main causes
for this inefficiency are communication efficiency and load balance as stated in the previous
assessment report and pointed out at the beginning of this document.

Figure 10 presents in a graphical way the data contained in Figures 8 and 9. It clearly shows
how the efficiency is independent of the number of processes used for SCEMa while it decreases
when the number of processes is increased for DeaLAMMPS.

In the following, some graphics represent different detailed views of the same data.
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Figure 9: Efficiency table of DeaLAMMPS.

Figure 10: Efficiency of SCEMa (left) and DeaLAMMPS (right).
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Figure 11: Communication Efficiency of SCEMa (left) and DeaLAMMPS (right).

Figure 12: Computation Scalability of SCEMa (left) and DeaLAMMPS (right).

Figure 11 presents in a graphical way the communication efficiency of the two applications
together with its two components (serialization and transfer efficiency).

Finally, Figure 12 presents the detail of the computation scalability and its different compo-
nents (i.e., IPC, instruction and frequency scalability) for the two applications. No remarcable
differences between both applications can be appreciated in this case.

To conclude with the SCEMa analysis and its comparison with the original DeaLAMMPS,
Figure 13 presents the speedup results. As it can be seen, SCEMa performs ideally. As com-
mented previously, this comes from the fact that the LAMMPS simulations are completely
independent from each other so allowing to run each of them by just one MPI process makes
the application to become embarrasingly parallel as no MPI communications are needed at all.
DeaLAMMPS, however, starts to suffer when the number of MPI processes is higher than 8 due
to the previously mentioned communicatoin and load balance problems.

7 Conclusions
This proof of concept addresses the two first recommendations done in the previous assess-
ment report and outlined in Sectoin 2. Both of them are related to the load imbalance and
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Figure 13: Speedup of SCEMa (left) and DeaLAMMPS (right).

communication overheads observed when using a high number of MPI processes per LAMMPS
simulation. We propose to reduce the number of MPI processes per LAMMPS simulation and
to leverage a second level of parallelism using OpenMP, as the shared memory approach of
OpenMP allows a much straight forward load balancing mechanism.

We have shown that using OpenMP in the part of the code with load imbalance problem
at the MPI level and adapting it to use a dynamic schedule improves the load imbalance.
Nevertheless, when enabling OpenMP, we detected that the OpenMP parallelization was not
enough. There are several parts of the code serialized, and this prevents the hybrid version
from achieving the performance of the MPI only version. For this reason, we parallelized some
of the code’s remaining serial parts, showing that attacking a few pieces of the code, the hybrid
version can outperform the pure MPI one when using a moderate number of threads (up to 4
OpenMP threads).

A new version of DeaLAMMPS, called SCEMa has been presented. In contrast with
DeaLAMMPS, SCEMa assigns only one MPI process to each LAMMPS simulation, clearly
demonstrating the benefits of using less MPI processes per LAMMPS simulation, as recom-
mended.

Lessons learned:

• Hybridizing the code can help alleviate the MPI scaling issues, especially the ones related
to load balance as the load balance within OpenMP is addressed straightforwardly when
using a dynamic schedule with work-sharing or the tasking model.

• It is essential to let the OpenMP runtime handle the parallelism instead of doing the work
distribution by hand. This practice lacks flexibility and avoids the OpenMP runtime to
distribute the work dynamically.

• The use of OpenMP tasks allows to effectively overlap computation and MPI communi-
cation.

• Reducing the number of MPI processes per LAMMPS simulation is a good approach as
it reduces both load imbalance and MPI communication problems. Note, however, that
using just one MPI process (as implemented by SCEMa) could not always be the best
option depending on the number of LAMMPS simulations to be run, so a more flexible
approach in which the number of MPI processes used could be selected at runtime would
be preferable.
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